Digital Storytelling
Dilijan, Armenia 14/12 - 25/12

An opportunity that apart from the intercultural exchanges, teambuilding activities, interesting energizers and the role-play games gives you
the chance to actually work on something and discover new things.

The topic of this project was the modern approach of combining non
formal education forms related to the field of digital literacy and photo
shooting.
We got the chance to enrich our digital
competencies and develop our skills in
photo shooting, photo editing and their
promotion

through

digital

tools

and

platforms.
We made interesting workshops about :
* The basic principles of photography (depth of field, iso, lights, lens, etc)
* Essentials of photo editing
*Digital tools promotion through social platforms (instagram, wordpress ,
etc).
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Also, during this program we had the
opportunity to visit Haghartsin and Goshavanq
monasteries. Through this tour we were able to get to
know the country we visited better. Also, we took
photos that we then used in the future exhibition
which took place in Dilijan Local Museum.

During this week we also spend some of our days
taking photos, some of which were chosen to be exhibited
on the local museum, while locals were so surprised and
thankful for our effort.
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Moreover, each country had its own night to present its country. We
had the opportunity to get acquainted with the customs, culture, and dance
traditional dances of each country.

In conclusion, it was an unforgettable experience that nothing was
missing. From getting to know new people and making friends, learning
how to edit photos, dancing traditional Armenian dances and many more.
We want to say thanks to everyone who participated and helped in
this project and of course to Arsen Hayriyan for giving us the chance to take
part but also for his passion, and his willingness to fight for a better future
by having these kinds of ideas to spread around Europe and beyond.

#DigitalStorytelling #ErasmusPlusLV #NodibinājumsApvienotaiLatvijai #J
SPA #YouthMix #ErasmusPlus #Photography #Armenia #Dilijan

